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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator needs to allow remote users to access their
locally-installed corporate applications over a secure
connection.
In order to meet this requirement, the administrator could
configure __________ on the NetScaler. (Choose the correct
option to complete the sentence.)
A. SSL Offload
B. SSL VPN
C. Clientless Access
D. ICA Proxy
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A DevOps engineer needs to install bundles via content packages
for a continuous deployment setup.
In which two ways should this be configured? (Choose two.)
A. For an out-of-the-box installation, bundles can be installed
from /apps./libs and /etc
B. To install bundles for a certain runmode only, the folder
name can be used to limit environments where a bundle is
installed
C. Whenever the JCR installer detects a change of a bundle
file, it will install it to the Felix runtime
D. The JCR installer will only update the bundle if the
filename changes; always use a unique bundle version in the
filename
E. The JCR installer detects bundle changes at arbitrary depths
in the JCR tree and automatically deploys those changes bundles
F. Before the deployment of the new bundle, remove the old
bundle from JCR as first deployment step to make sure the
bundle is updated
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company analyzes its data in an Amazon Redshift data
warehouse, which currently has a cluster of three dense storage
nodes. Due to a recent business acquisition, the company needs
to load an additional 4 TB of user data into Amazon Redshift.
The engineering team will combine all the user data and apply
complex calculations that require I/O intensive resources. The
company needs to adjust the cluster's capacity to support the
change in analytical and storage requirements.
Which solution meets these requirements?
A. Resize the cluster using elastic resize with dense compute
nodes.
B. Resize the cluster using classic resize with dense compute
nodes.
C. Resize the cluster using elastic resize with dense storage

nodes.
D. Resize the cluster using classic resize with dense storage
nodes.
Answer: C
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